Message Eight: “Escalation, Entrapment & Dimensional Dementia”
Received at TOSA ranch by
Sri Ram Kaa through Kira Raa
May 31, 2005

Yes! It is indeed a delight to be here at the time of “escalating energetic”! Interesting, do you like this word? Here is another word you
will like, entrapment! Umm, yes, you say “Oh my goodness what is this you are starting with today? All these plays on words, we
weren’t ready for this Zadkiel. What are you doing to us?” We say we are warming you up, for there is much to come… much to come.
So we offer you all of these words so that we can get them out of the way. Yes!

Defining Entrapment and Is-ness
It is good to know that we are indeed at the time of being aware that it is the time of entrapment. What is entrapment? You all have
definitions yes? Yes! You all say, “I know entrapment.”
Entrapment is an opportunity to say, to be, to understand, and to move forward,
and to get through the pieces of being to unify your One-ship.
Now, let us unravel all these words we have offered you. OK? Good, we do this.
When we offer you the opportunity to ask, “What is this energetic entrapment and what is coming in now?” What we offer to you is the
understanding that as you move forward, as you escalate, as the time of no time becomes apparent to you, as your Is-ness becomes quite
revealing, you say; “Oh my goodness, my Is-ness is quite revealed. Uh oh, maybe I should stay in the house. I don’t know.”
As the Is-ness is revealed, it is important for you to remember ever more! In the revelation of the Is-ness, you are indeed able to be
entrapped in your own belief patterns. These patterns hold you in a belief structure that you have indeed ascended into another realm,
when indeed you are practicing going in and out of one you are already in.

Vibrational Shift and Judgment
Yes! So let us talk about this more. How many of you know those who come to you and say, “I am quite an ascended being. I am quite
a vibrationally high person. Yes, don’t I look like one? Don’t I feel like one? Do you like my words?”
You know people like this? We do. They talk to us constantly and we have much chatter. It is important for you to recognize that in the
time of great chatter there are many who are chattering, many who are declaring, and many who are judging!
Judgment at an all time high!
Oh my goodness, especially among those who are so ascended. Oh yes, they just love this. I am so ascended, I must judge everyone who
is not as ascended as I think I am. My goodness, does this sound like entrapment to you?
This is why we come to you to offer you it is time for you to get out of denial. Yes, you remember this? Out of denial into the mud,
wave around, have a good time. And when you come out to give yourself the refreshment, the absolute refreshment, of the pureness
of simply BEING. Simply BE. Do not use these words so much. We offer you an opportunity to come out of entrapment. If you step
into the ascended heart and you give yourself the opportunity to say, “I shall live from the ascended heart. I shall start here. I shall
foundationalize. Good word, do you like this? Foundationlize, we shall foundationalize the root of the heart in the Divine Galactic
Blueprint. From there Being-ness becomes.
Being-ness is, Being-ness always has been, will be, is something you
cannot change. It is immutable.
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Yet your minds wish to be entrapped in concepts and judgments, and there are many around you who wish to entrap you in
concepts and judgments. There is much dialog about this, no? “What do you think? What do they think? What should I think?”
Oh yes! Why not NO think? NO think.

Pure Essence of Be-Ing and Harmonic Balance
Give yourself the opportunity to come out of your own area of walking through that which is indeed slushy or may not feel as comfortable
and walk into that which is Pure Essence of Being. Pure Essence of simply Being in the Oneship of the truth of you. The Oneship of
understanding all from a harmonic balanced perspective.
We ask you now, bring all your attention and energies to your right ear. As you bring your energies to your right ear, if you wish you may
close your eyes. For what we wish to do is offer to you a harmonic tone. An opportunity to come into the tone. Many of you are already
hearing it now. Many of you are feeling it. Your physical eardrum may indeed feel full. It may indeed pulse and some of you may say,
“Oh my goodness, I do not feel anything.” Stop thinking.
Yes! Now we ask you to simply say, “I AM.”
Yes! You are!
It is indeed a process when one integrates harmonic tones, and as they come in at this time, it is easy to become entrapped in many
different density energies. You are at the time right now where indeed the unfoldment has already begun. This unfoldment is very much
as if you take a beautiful flower and you say the flower has been growing and it is a beautiful bud. You have looked at this bud for a long
time and the petals have slowly opened and overnight you wake up and Oh my goodness it is in full bloom. What happened? How did
it bloom so fast?
Dearest children, you are in full bloom always. You have always been in bloom. It is simply your eyes, if you wish to use the eyes, that
are ready to see the full bloom. This is where you must be careful of the entrapment. This is where you must give yourself the opportunity
to say, “I AM indeed.” Indeed you are for it is simple to simply run around “I AM, I AM, I AM, I AM.” Yes you hear this? There are
many books about this, no? I AM, I AM, I AM. Indeed you are.
There is a difference between the declaration and the absolute ownership and understanding within of the Being-ness which you are.
There have been many pontifications. You like this word, pontifications? Pontifications, we like this word too. There have been many
pontifications that have been telling you to be one way, be another, do this, do that. Oh my goodness what a mish mash. Are you not
tired? What do you do, go left, go right, go straight, you keep a manual? What do you do? Your heart within you has the manual.

Shifting into the Opening
Now we ask you to reflect upon your truth chakra 2. The truth chakra, that which was formally called the throat. This is where the great
entrapment can come for you. For in the truth chakra, in the dialogs, it is most important for you to take time, especially when the tonality
of the planet is shifting dramatically. By the end of this month, the vibrational level will again have increased and the tonality of the
planet will open up again and there will be many more tones released which is why we offer to you this energization of the toning that
we have given to you today. This does not need to be hard for any unless of course the choice of hard is made. Then let it be really hard.
Yes.
It is good for you to recognize that by month end that in this time right now there will be a great opening. That the planet will escalate
in vibration and harmonic toning. From this you must allow yourself an opportunity to tone with it. You must ask yourself, “Do I tone
everyday? Do I let anything come out from my truth chakra that is of pure vibrational harmonic?” Each of you has received a tone.
Each of you has integrated it whether you think so or not.
Remember no think, just Be.
As you have brought this in, give yourself the opportunity this month each day to let forth the tone in a resonate, loud manner of
expression. You stand on one end of the Grand Canyon and you call to the other. Does that give you a good idea how loud? Yes, and you
make sure they hear you.
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For indeed, is not there a canyon between your thought process of density and the truth of your Being-ness? Do you not at times come
into an understanding where you must say, “Which is it? Which am I? Am I in the canyon and am I ready to spread my wings? And am
I ready to embrace? Am I ready to Be?”

“Knowing” and Clarity
There are many who claim without knowing; “I am in perfection now.” Ok good then radiate this light of perfection for many, and make
sure this is not an entrapment. This is the gift of knowing for often times you do not know what you do not know.
When you do not know what you do not know of course you are in perfection are you not? You do not know what you do not know. Good
for you. OK and so it is time for you to know what you do not know. Yes!
From the knowing of what you do not know you open the door for the truth to truly emit from you to be One, to be aligned, to be in
complete clarity.
So many say, “I want clarity, I want clarity, what is my path?” They shake their hands at us and say, “Why am I here darn it?” (Much
laughter) To them we offer this; “Pay attention to your heart. Go into the Divine Galactic upliftment.”
Dear ones as the vibrational escalation of this planet continues, as the shaking and quaking continues, and it is, oh yes. As the shaking
and quaking continues, if you ground so deeply into a shaking planet, you will indeed shake with it, and if you want to shake with it,
then do it well. Play music, have fun, do little dances. It is good.
Then, when you say, “Enough, I wish to have a different experience”, for all experience as you know is in Divine perfection. So when
you say enough, I choose a different experience, then you give yourself the opportunity to step into the different experience by giving
yourself the time of knowing.
You see dear ones, you are in the time of knowing. You are in the time of knowing. All that you feel is unknown is already known to you.
Some of you say, I know this. We say good.
You are in the time of knowing and in the time of knowing the
great seals are already being opened.
Many of you talk to us about the seals and the signs and where are we and what is happening and where do I go? What do I do? Oh my
goodness yes.

The 2 Torches and Dimensional Shifting
You must know that many seals have already been opened and the torches of the Elohimian reunification have already been lit. There
are 12 torches. The 12 torches stand at different portals. Each portal is already preparing for complete illumination. As the 12 torches of
illumination open for all, you have the opportunity to open these 12 torches within.
Many of you call these energy centers. Many of you call these chakras. You may call them whatever you want. We call them 12 torches.
OK, good.
As the 12 torches open light and reveal themselves, you are able to move from many dimensions at once. Many of you have been
experiencing multi-dimensionality and you have been experiencing the multi-dimensionality in a way, in a manner, in an experience
that has been achieving for you greater entrapment. Oh yes, this is why we talk to you about this. You say I am very good, I am adept
at experiencing multi-dimensional energy and it is indeed a gift when you allow yourself to experience multi-dimensional energy. And
as you do, you must now be careful, for there are great energetic openings on the planet. Not all of them seek goodness and lift you into
the right place.
Now what do we mean by right place? You would say, “If you mean right place then there must be a wrong place.” No. What that means
is each of you are being given an opportunity to train your discernment abilities.
You must learn how to discern and the only way you can learn how to discern
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is for yourself. You can not be taught discernment. You can experience discernment.
As you are traveling in many different dimensions, and as you recognize this, let us ask you a question. Do you ever lose your train of
thought? Yes! Do you forget where the car keys are? Yes!
If you ever lose your train of thought what you must recognize is that within the moment within in the moment you were indeed
in another dimension.

Navigating Dimensional Dementia
Recognize this. So many say I am losing thought so much I must have a disease. Yes you have dimensional dementia. (much laughter)
Yes! It is a good thing. You are being trained to acquire dimensional dementia. Do not medicate it! As you move into this dimensional
dementia, you must understand it and recognize it for what it is.
“Oh my goodness, I forgot what I was going to get. I forgot what I was going to do. Cool, where was I?” (Much laughter)
Give yourself the opportunity to ask yourself, where was I?
This is part of the way you come out of the entrapment by not looking at yourself and saying, “Oh poor me Alzheimer’s coming soon.”
No you are giving yourself the opportunity to recognize that you are stepping in and out.
Have no doubt you are stepping in and out of many worlds..
There are many who step in and out when they are in dream space, when they are in sleep space. There are many who are having this
experience and many of you have been having the sleep space experience. You have been stepping in, you have been stepping out. Some
of you write about this, some of you don’t write about this, some of you wake up and worry why you don’t know about it. It is ok!
You must recognize that you are at the time of consciously being
able to move in and out.
There are many who will very rapidly escalate from a dimensional prospective by being able to keep track. We invite you to only
remember one thing. OK, you ready? Ask yourself where was I? And then you must ask yourself who is asking? We are getting very
deep on you today. Yes, because who is the part of you that needs to know?
You need to know and to be reassured that you are practicing.
You are actively practicing, you are actively doing, and you are actively participating.
You are building a new earth if you wish to use this word.
We offer this word to you only for you to feel comfortable with it. But you must understand, that what you are building is an energy
frequency, a vibrational place, a plane, a space of being that supports your vibrational escalation. And that this place is being visited by
you more often than you may be consciously aware which is why we offer you a way out of the entrapment today.

The Time of Great Movement
So many say to us, “When will I see? When will I know?” Who is asking? Who is asking? It is important to pay attention to “the who”
that is asking, because “the who” that is asking is firmly aware that you are moving, that you are going in and out.
The time of great movement in many levels is already upon you.
You are at the time of great movement. It has begun.
For many this physical moving will escalate very rapidly and often times with sudden means of occurrence. “I wasn’t planning on moving,
what am I doing and where am I going? Wasn’t planning on getting rid of everything, where am I going and what am I doing?”
For some it will be a conscious understanding that you must indeed align your vibrational energy to be able to stay in dimension
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dementia. You must take your vibrational level into the realm that is attuned for you.
How many get what they call ringing in ears and dismiss it? Yes! Many hands are raised here, in fact every hand! It is important for you
to know that the ringing in the ears is not because you are hypoglycemic or needing food. It is not because you didn’t sleep well. It is
not for any reason of density.
It is because you are allowing your vibrational energy to escalate into the truth
of your being. It is a new form of communication and it is the oldest form.

The New Language
It is the time where we could sit here together for an hour without words and you would get the message. You must know this. You
MUST know this. The words are becoming more and more unnecessary as you allow yourself to untangle from the entrapment energy.
Have no doubt, we enjoy words. Can you not tell? Yes, they are most fun and they are indeed fun. Let them be fun, play with them as
you play with words as you create new words, as you joyously have fun with words. You could be your own monopoly game. Yes you
could. You could pass go as often as you want. Yes and this is so true.
You are at the time where you must learn the language of higher vibrational existence.
You will not learn it through dialog that is competitive and filled with judgment. What you will learn in dialog that is competitive and
filled with judgment is how to do density better. So if you wish to do density better, go for it. Have a good conversation, have a good
dialog, and bring up all the judgments.
Yes. As you are training yourself to new language, the language of harmonics, pay attention because you will indeed be learning the
language. Have you ever learned a new language? Or have you ever told yourself you cannot learn a new language? So many say, “I
cannot learn languages. Can not do it!”
We ask you to give yourself the opportunity to know that this language is already in you. That there is nothing to learn. There is only the
opportunity to allow yourself to call in, to remember, to align, and be. Your soul song is the most beautiful song you have yet to hear and
you have heard. It was created by you. You are apart of this soul song.
It carries your family, it carries your soul, it carries your vibrational level,
it carries your memory, it carries your connection, it carries your understanding
of all past, present, future. It is all one. It is a glorious song.
Let this song come in for you.
It will not come in for you if you are entrapped. When you entrap energy in density, you will not hear it. You will dismiss it. It will come
in and you will say, “Oops not real, good bye.”
So joyously let it come in. When those ears start ringing, STOP. Often times you talk through it and you tell others, “Hey my ears are
ringing.” Well if you are telling them, then you can not stop and listen, can you?
Pay attention! When you lose your train of thought, when your judgments flare, when you find yourself not paying attention, when you
find that you are indeed distracted and moving into other areas and other thoughts and other ways, when the body calls you and says I
cannot sit a minute longer, my back is killing me, give yourself the gift of knowing that you are being called to presence.
You are being called to understanding! Know that you are indeed at the time of rapid movement in all dimensions, in all areas, in all
energies, in all sense of being. You indeed are ready to move on many levels. You are ready to move in many ways.
For you to fully embrace this, you must now move into the absolute knowing that you are already, every moment, connected on many
levels.
You do not need to sit in a funny position and meditate to do this. You are doing it all the time. You must simply know it.
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Practicing the New Language
It is a good practice to practice, and so we offer you a practice. You will need yourself and you will need a mirror. Often times you can
do without the mirror once you practice a few times with the mirror.
Simply sit with the mirror and gaze directly into your eyes. Try not blink and simply gaze deep into the eyes until you are able to connect
with the soul energy and let it gaze back at you. Notice what judgments come up, what thoughts may come up, and do not judge the
judgments. OK you sit in front of mirror and may say, “Why am I doing this? I do not know. How come?” You may say many things.
OK say them, let them go. Yet continue to practice until you are able to call forth the truth of your own soul energy. It is then that you do
not need the mirror any more. You can simply take yourself into this place of complete understanding and that which you seek to hear
in this moment, you already calling forth in your knowing.

The Heart and Galactic Alignment
It is the time for you to move beyond trust. For what is trust? Trust is an opportunity to exist in the 3rd dimension, to give you a window
to move forward. And yet you are ready to move beyond trust if you so desire. You must know your own heart. You must release the
throat. Allow the truth chakra to come forward. Tone with the truth. Tone with the truth!
Now we wish to bring you up in the Divine Galactic Blueprint to the crown, to the exploded crown chakra. Many of you know that
the power of the exploded crown chakra opens up an opportunity for many different connections. In the power of the exploded crown
chakra, your manifestation ability to call forth is very very enhanced as long as you are integrated with the ascended heart firmly
foundationalized as your root, and the throat chakra firmly open as the truth center. If you are able to do this, then you have energized the
power of the exploded crown and the manifestation abilities that you seek are before you in a moment by moment and moment within the
moment opportunity to create everything. You want food, you ask what you want, it is there. It is truly available to you. Yet many of you
say, “How can you manifest food?” We say how can you not? You say, “How can you manifest abundance?” We say how can you not?
It is your choice. You are in a constant realm of choice in this moment. For those of you that have said, “Yes, I will go into the exploded
crown. Yes I will take in that energy. Yes I will walk in the truth, I will reduce the word, and I will allow the energy of pure vibrational
Love and Harmonic energy to sooth me, walk through me, be me.” You are walking out of the shell of density and clearly recognizing
that you are already you.
It is only the shell of density, this great gift that gives you the opportunity to be walking forth in many ways, in many opportunities.
We have been energetically offering you many many many energies. Many! Some of you may feel quite dizzy. Some of you may feel
quite “out”. Some of you may feel nothing. Yes. It is important to recognize one thing. Your heart centers are beating at a pace that is in
harmony with the Galactic alignment. It is a pace that does not beat to density.

You are Energy
As your heart beats with Galactic alignment, as your heart lifts, as your energies move, you must know why it is the time of rapid
movement. Why? Because as your heart expands, as the energies move, you ARE movement, and You are energy! (Clap of loud thunder
overhead) You like our little emphasis? (Much laughter)
You are energy! Know this! Some of you like the visuals no? Yes! So it is important to recognize that when you look at the atom, when
you look at the particles, you are constantly in motion. You can not not be motion. You are motion even when you think you are sitting
still. You are motion. You are a constant evolving, moving, beautiful and perfect being of energetic light and expansion. It is most
important for you to recognize that this movement is necessary and it is part of the being-ness. Call forth the soul song, let the harmonic
come in.
It is the time of rapid movement and it is the time to move out of the entrapment. You have been entrapped for many, many, many,
MANY incarnations on this realm of density in this planet.
You are here NOW in this moment because you chose to come out of entrapment.
Why do you think you are so attracted to spirals, all these spirals. There are so many spirals, there are so many portals. Allow yourself
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to walk the yellow brick road. Yes. You want ruby slippers, we’ll deliver. It is fine, but walk. You must walk. And as you walk forward,
and as you give yourself the gift of the release of the entrapment, as you come forth with your soul song, know that we are at a time that
is quite ominous in your time of history.

The Sun, The Moon and The Lumens
What is history? It is nothing more than that which you choose to experience now. There is no history. There is only now. There is only
you. There is only energy and you are love.
You are Divine Oneship, you are the Divine Movement.
So we encourage you to get out, move, sing, clap your hands, move your bellies, move your legs, move your head, swing your hands,
grab each other and laugh and twirl and dance. If it rains, let it be a baptism of complete joy of the soul nourishment that you are. Be
nourished by the truth of your song.
Sing it loud and sing it outward. Each of you that continues in this way must remember that you open a portal for 100,000 others, and as
each of those illuminate there will be many more that will illuminate too.
There are many artificial lumens and there is the true illumination that comes to you from the sun and comes to you from the moon.
Be careful of the false lumens, for within false lumens there are energetic patterns that can trap your density energy into configuration
patterns that offer you confusion and lack of clarity, and this, too, is OK. Some say, “Oh my goodness what do I do? I must be in artificial
lumens all the time.”
We say fine. Before you walk in, call in the energy of the sun to the pineal gland. Bring it in. Go out and stare at the sun. You say, “Oh
Zadkiel, this will hurt my eyes.”
We say only if you believe it will. You must understand that if you wish to look into the sun, that within the sun there is a great portal of
energy. If you choose to give yourself the opportunity to receive these energies directly from the sun, then begin at the sunset. This is the
easiest time. Do it for a second if you wish. Have just that much contact.
Is it not indeed perfection to hide that which is brilliant light behind that which so many say do not look at? Oh yes and so many say
do not sit in sun, bad for you. Give yourself the opportunity to take in the true nourishment of Light. Give yourself the opportunity to
call forth your soul song. BE your soul song. Let it come out loud. Let it be. And at night go call in the gift of the moon. The moon is a
beautiful gift and a balancer. Let it balance you. Honor the energies. Honor what it has done. It has held much for you.
There are many more messages for you coming from many more what you call planets, star systems, galaxies. You are being prepared.
Give yourself the opportunity to honestly know within that the only guidance you need is that of your Ascended Heart. It will not steer
you wrong ever. You must know this.
Yet many of you question. When you question, you can simply remember hearing us say, “KNOW THIS!” It is indeed your guidance.
Be present. Be knowing. BE and indeed you are. Yes. Do you have questions?

Questions from the Community
Question: Lately I feel as if I have a hummingbird in my chest instead of my heart. And I was wondering if you can help me to know
whether this is still something trying to pull my attention to where I am entrapped or is this part of my ascension and expansion? But it
is going very fast these days.
Archangel Zadkiel: Oh yes. You feel the physical fastness yes? This is what we referred to earlier. We are glad for this question for
many more of you will feel this. Many will feel what they call palpitations. Many will feel what they think is anxiety attack or that they
are having panic or something of this nature. If you are indeed in complete connection with higher vibrational energy, your heart is
beating in many realms at many different paces. It is best to breathe in, to recognize that this too will pass, and to let it come forward.
Do not deny the energy. And for those of you that are having this experience and feel the panic, you must let the panic come forward.
You must ask yourself, what am I denying? If you are feeling panic within you, there is a denial. Let it come forward and know that
this too will pass. And if you must seek guidance for it, then seek guidance for it if you feel you must. Let it come forward. Thank you,
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many blessings.
Question: Lately I am feeling a lot of chaos in my life more so than in years.
Archangel Zadkiel: Congratulations!
Question: I know, and a lot of people are experiencing this as well, but I used to be able to see the gift in the challenges. I don’t anymore.
I am feeling more frustrated and restless. I can’t get through to what I am supposed to be getting from this, and I don’t see the other side
where I used to see the other side.
Archangel Zadkiel: Yes. Many are experiencing this. What you are experiencing we like to call the tractor beam. Let us explain the
tractor beam to you. Within the realm of dimensional energy, the tractor beam has many things in it. In the realm of density as we become
adults, as we grow in the tractor beam of density, think of it as big magnet that pulls you into density. There are many things that pull
you. Often times it is familial obligation, bills, money, taking care of basic needs. These are big tractor beam magnets. As you become
more aware and as you lift and as you give yourself the gift of moving forward, then you break out of the tractor beam for a moment, you
see the big picture and you go, “AH HA!” And then the tractor beam goes, “Nah,” and calls you back. Many, many, many are moving
out of the tractor beam at this time. As you move out of the tractor beam, you become more aware of what you now know that you did
not know. Your question says, I understand this is a gift, yet I do not know how to come back into that understanding. You are actually
farther ahead because you know now what it is. It is not that you have lost vision, it is that you are in yourself a final process. Within
your heart we see an opening of fear that has been well hidden and well managed, yes well managed for many years. It is time for you
to allow this to come forth and to make your decision. When you make your decision with great clarity, you will indeed dear one find
the doorway you seek. It is not lost and you have not gone backward for indeed your question is, I have gone backwards and no you
have not. Your question indicates you have indeed made your choice. Now you must walk into it. Let your soul song emerge. It is your
time and this will end, Yes.
Question: How do I release my old patterns?
Archangel Zadkiel: This is a good question. You ask this question for many. Did you all hear this question? How do I release my old
patterns? You must first ask yourself if you truly want to. And then you must ask, who is asking? Who has the old patterns? For certainly
within the Oneship of the truth of you there is only the expression of the pattern or as we like saying, the habit of the habit of the pain
of the pain. You must ask yourself, “I am in the habit of the habit of the pain of the pain. Am I ready to let go of the habit?” In letting go
of the habit, what happens is that there is an opening, an energetic portal that opens, and often times it may not look like what the habits
wanted to expect, so you find yourself having to confront that also, having to walk forward. If you truly wish to step into a new vibration
for indeed there are many patterns that may serve based upon how you wish to express yourself in density. However, if you wish to truly
shift into a different expression of being, all you need do is stay focused on the expression of being. We know this can sound simplistic.
Many say sounds so easy, but how do I do? Yes we know you are thinking this. It is important for you to recognize that in the doing is
the being, in the being is the knowing, and in the knowing is All.
Question: I have a hereditary blood pressure condition that I take medication for and it’s virtually identical to what my father had. And I
take 2 medications for it and one of them does control adrenaline that causes the heart to race. I know that after we really move into this
shift that we are going through or moving into, that the body is going to rebalance itself. Is that medication, at this time in the preparation
for the body adjusting to the new vibrations and the new dimensions, preventing me from moving forward? Is it something that I should
let go of and learn how to balance in other ways?
Archangel Zadkiel: Do you really want the answer?
Questioner: Sure.
Archangel Zadkiel: Ok, we ask you this ahead of time because it is not about the medicine at all. It is not about any that you mentioned
at all. Your opportunity now is to ask yourself, “Am I ready to truly step out of biological habits that have held me an entire lifetime?”
And so ask yourself. OK part two.
Question 2: Exactly, so it is something that I have been considering, but I don’t know…I don’t have any tools to work with the physical
manifestations once the medication goes away.
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Archangel Zadkiel: We ask you this, have you worked with the rods of the Pharaohs?
A: Yes
Archangel Zadkiel: The Kont rods?
A: Yes
Archangel Zadkiel: OK, do more. You do have the tools. You do have the tools. You also must do this in conjunction with your own
release of biological habit. This is cellular level, very deep patterning and you are able to move through it instantly. You must know this
too. You are welcome.
Question: OK. You mentioned that the vibration of the planet is going to be changing and it already is changing. My question is will the
vibrations just continue to escalate or will it reach a point where it hits a plateau or something like that. Do you understand what I am
asking, does it just keep vibrating higher and higher forever or will it reach a stable point?
Archangel Zadkiel: Are you a scientist?
A: Yes (much laughter)
Archangel Zadkiel: Of course you are. It is a scientific question, good.
Q: But I heard the vibration change! I have heard it change already.
Archangel Zadkiel: Yes very much. OK question answered. Dear child you must know one thing. The vibration will continue to escalate
in an exponential manner compared to where it has vibrationally shifted over many eons of time. There is indeed a line of demarcation if
you wish to use this lingo. And in that line of demarcation there will be a shift. And in this shift there will be a dimensional overlay which
will make an opportunity for several vibrations to appear at once. What happens at that point is yet to still be, we use word, determined by
those who make these shifts together. As you are part of this rapid escalation and of this rapid vibratory increase, it is best to simply stay
attuned to being open. If we try to offer you rational components, we would need a black board for many formulas. And the Kira would
probably not appreciate it. So we are going to offer you this explanation now, however we are offering you several formulas that you
will understand within 30 days, you will be able to bring forth and this will answer this for you. They are within a pyramid of knowledge
that sits within you and you have many of these already. Yes. OK yes.
Question: Well I’ve been making a lot of changes in my life recently, but some of these changes are covering up or masking deeper
problems I need to look at or an issue of understanding who I am. I need some help with that.
Archangel Zadkiel: So what is your question dear one?
A: I guess my question would be, how can I further lift more and know who I truly am?
Archangel Zadkiel: It is most important dearest one who sparkles with great crystalline DNA, that as your crystalline DNA awakens
within you, as the star within your forehead energizes, that you recognize and release 3rd dimensional belief that you do not deserve to
be who you indeed are. Dearest child of Oneness, dearest being of great Light, you are a most precious being of God and you are ready
to lift. All that you seek is before you now and you do deserve this. As you learn this, you will share this gift with others for many,
many struggle with the issue of do not deserve. Know that you do, know that it is upon you. That you are doing nothing wrong, you are
calling in everything and it is unfolding as it should. Dear child know the truth of your heart. You have great work ahead of you. Many
blessings.
Question: Is there entrapment in what I hear all very much about intending and I intend this and I am intending that and just allowing
Source to move through me for the greater good of All That Is? Do you understand?
Archangel Zadkiel: Yes and you do too. This is why you’ve asked the question. It is important. This is a powerful question for many.
You can intend and the intention comes from who? The intention comes from those or from the energy of a 3rd dimensional experience
that says, “I intend to have this experience.” Now this is an important discernment you have brought up as they would say the fine line
discernment. This is part of the understanding of discernment. As you move forward, rather than offering I intend, perhaps I allow, I let, I
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surrender. I surrender what surrender looks like. In that surrender I understand the truth of Divine guidance and allow that manifestation
to flow through me. Perhaps you try it out and perhaps you like results. Yes! Many blessings.
Many, many blessings to all of you!
It is important for you to remember again, sing loud, let in the harmonic.
Allow yourself to be hearing of your soul song. Let it come forth for you.
Be present in your Oneness. Be. Know. Share.
If you move into the exploded crown chakra, then let it call forth.
Let it be the manifestation of the surrender and the understanding of Divine flow.
This is a beautiful time for you. This IS a beautiful time for you. Chaos is beautiful. All is wondrous and it is your time. Know that you
are Divinely supported in many dimensions. Remember, the next time you lose your keys, COOL, where was I? Let it be. Remember
we are with you as you are with us. You anchor here. You are holding open this portal. We are most delighted to be in joyous union with
you in this moment. We are in pure delight. No denial, just delight. Many blessings!
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